
SKIER PROFILE

1. Skier Name:

2. Skier Age:

3. Skier Height:

4. Skier Weight:

5. What is your skiing ability?

6. How many years have you been skiing?

7. How many days per year do you intend to use this ski?
8. In which ski area do you regularly ski?
9. What ski do you typically ski on?
10. Please comment on your likes and dislikes of that ski, Listing the traits you would like to borrow or change from
that ski?
(Flex, Camber, Length, Width, Turning Radius, etc

11. Which boot do you plan to use with this ski?

12. Which binding do you plan to use with this ski?

13. What is your binding DIN?- (don't know -5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 etc.)

14. What type of ski are you looking for?

15.  In which type of terrain will you mostly use this ski?

Include BSL, Boot sole length in mm

Carving ski Park Ski Mid-Fat Ski (under 105 mm waist)
Fat Ski (105 mm+) Telemark Ski Lightweight Touring Ski

Park/Rails Groomers Off-Piste Inbounds Sidecountry Backcountry Remote Backcountry

16. What are the key factors you want the ski to have?

Forgiving Lightweight Pop Stiffness Carvability  Flotation Workhorse/Heavy Duty

Beginner Intermediate Expert Pro



17. What do you want this ski to help improve in your skiing?

18.  Please list some skis you have enjoyed the characteristics of previously and what you have liked about them.

19. Please list specific ski shape dimensions below if you know them.

20. Which camber type would you prefer?

Don't Know Regular Camber Zero Camber Reverse Camber

21. Do you plan to use skins with these skis?
Yes

NO

Do you have any other specifications, requests or comments to add?
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